CARE & MAINTENANCE
GENERAL INFORMATION:

Thank You for purchasing a set of VELLANO® FORGED WHEELS! We hope you enjoy your purchase for
many years to come.
Vellano® Forged Wheels are finished using some of the best brands in the finishing industry today. These
brands include Akzo Nobel®, Axalta® (formerly DuPont®), PPG® and others. Care for the finish on your
wheels the same as you would the finish on your car.
FOR PAINTED WHEELS OR PAINTED WHEEL SURFACES
1: Always wash your wheels in the shade and after they have fully cooled down from driving. Hot surfaces
can dry out cleaner solutions and dirty water quickly. This will be harder to remove afterward and can
cause excess wear.
2: Do not allow water to air dry and leave water spots (mineral deposits). These are very hard to remove.
3: As a general rule: If you wouldn’t use a product on your car’s finish, don’t use it on your wheel’s finish.
4: Apply wax to your wheels just as you would to your car. It imparts the same protective benefits. It
helps to improve the shine while applying a layer of wax that can help protect the finish.
5: Do not allow tire shine products to sit on your wheels finish. Wipe up any overspray/application
immediately.
6: If properly cared for regularly, harsh cleaners and abrasive products should not be required. If a wheel
cleaner is necessary, chose one that is non-acidic and non-alkaline such as Meguiars® Hot Rims MultiPiece Wheel Wash.*
NOTE: The above also applies to brushed with clear coat finishes and hi-polished with clear coat.
CHROME WHEELS AND BARRELS:
Avoid chrome polishes that feel gritty or abrasive. The cotton wadding type (such as Never Dull Wadding
Polish by Eagle One®*) is generally the best as it uses solvents combined with soft cotton wadding to
remove oxidation, rather than polishing grit.
As with painted finishes, a liberal coat of wax can help the chrome to stay bright and clear by creating a
barrier to repel water and contaminates.
*Vellano® Forged Wheels is not associated/affiliated in any way with either Meguiars® or Eagle One®
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